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produced millions of potential trajectories to thousands targets             
 Of those millions of trajectories, thousands may represent “good” 
candidate mission opportunities
 Several different transportation technologies considered including        , 
• All chemical propulsion
• Nuclear Thermal Propulsion (NTR)
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• Hybrid Propulsion as characterized by chemical boost + Solar Electric
 Architecture mass estimated for each unique trajectory to help facilitate 
th t t i l ie s ra eg c p ann ng process
Due to time limitations and the sheer magnitude of number of simulations to be 
run, only parametric mass sizing was implemented.  Although the parametric results 
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30 d at NEONEA Exploration   
NEO
Lunar/Earth Gravity Assist (C3=1)
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Lunar/Earth Gravity Assist (C3=10)
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Based on mass only.  Volume and 
















































































































All SEP for Deep Space
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Mass estimated from parametric sizing only.
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